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ACCOMMODATION

SALON SPACES

Floor-to-ceiling windows with panoramic views //
Parquet /marble ﬂooring // Hyatt Grand BedTM with
top mattress // Complimentary high-speed Wi-Fi //
50-inch ﬂat-panel smart interactive TV // Dual-line
telephone with separate voice mail // Multifunctional
work desk // Spacious bathroom with separate bathtub
and rain shower // Eco-friendly bath amenities //
Bathrobes // Hairdryer // Alarm clock/radio // In-room
safe-box // Iron and ironing board // Individual climate
control

Andaz Dubai The Palm offers 590 square meters of
customizable function space in addition to an outdoor
terrace for private functions.

AT YOUR SERVICE
24-hour In-Room Dining // 24-hour Concierge // Travel
Desk // Major credit cards accepted // Babysitting
service on request // Airport Transfer // Laundry/dry
cleaning // Multilingual staff

DINING & ENTERTAINMENT
THE LOCALE
Bringing together favorite culinary stories from around
the city, The Locale weaves a blanket of culinary ﬂavors
that only Dubai has to offer. Using ﬂavors from all over
the world, like the true melting pot Dubai has become,
The Locale is a reﬂection of the multitude of threads
that stitch the fabric of the city together. It is “Your
Neighborhood Eatery”
HANAMI
Conceptually edgy and atmospherically lively, Hanami is
a setting where people want to be seen. With a breathtaking panoramic view of Burj Al Arab and Palm
Jumeirah fronds, it’s somewhere you can have dinner,
share small dishes with friends or a cocktail after 10 pm
while soaking in a cosmopolitan vibe.

KNOX
X marks the spot… Give two ‘KnoX’ at the large metal
door and leave your inhibitions behind by accepting
that anything can happen. KnoX, an Underground
Playroom, “Challenges the status quo”, taking you away
from the hustle and bustle above ground and immersing
you in a world where the unacceptable is acceptable,
where rules are made to be broken and where the
underground is the only place you want to bring your
tribe.
LA COCO
Set on the pristine hotel beach, the La Coco offers a
fabulous range of services with a relaxed bar and lounge
ensuring unforgettable experiences for the entire family.
This venue offers a reﬁned yet fun and casual experience, set amongst the color palette of a Mexican Riviera
sunset.

